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Illinois Supreme Court Rules Committee
Attention:  Amy Bowne
 
Dear Committee Members:
 
Many attorneys have already provided comments to this Committee that clearly identify why
proposal 18-1 to amend Supreme Court 218 should not be adopted.  They have also  identified
reasonable criteria for a uniform HIPAA-compliant court order for personal injury cases statewide, as
well as criteria that should not be included because contravenes applicable legal authority.  I join
those opposed to proposal 18-1, and to adoption by Illinois courts of a form protective order
modeled after the proposal’s sample uniform order requiring waiver by a plaintiff for release of all
medical information, without qualification, as a condition of litigating a personal injury claim.
 
In summary, that proposal unequivocally demands a plaintiff waive his or her right to the privacy of
all that plaintiff’s medical records as a condition of bringing a personal injury claim.  This
requirement is contrary to the High Court’s past finding that such blanket disclosure is
unconstitutional, violating a plaintiff’s right to privacy without regard to the issues being litigated. 
Kunkel v. Walton, 179 Ill.2d 519, 540 (1998), citing Firebaugh v. Traff, 353 Ill. 82, 84-95 (1933), in 
abrogating 735 ILCS 5/2-1003(a) for wrongly placing no limitation whatsoever on the scope of
medical information subject to disclosure in a personal injury case. 
 
Furthermore, the sample protective order submitted with proposal 18-01 is wrongly based on the
false assertion by its proponents that authority exists requiring all personal healthcare information
(PHI) of plaintiffs disclosed in litigation be kept by defense insurers for their use and benefit as profit-
making entities after the litigation has ended.  There simply is no such authority.
 
Likewise, there is no authority superior to that of the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability
Act, Article I, Section 6 of the Illinois Constitution, Article IV of the U.S. Constitution, or a host of

Illinois Acts[i] that can justify conditioning the right of access to Illinois courts guaranteed in Article I,
Section 12 of its Constitution on the basis that PHI unrelated to an injury at issue in a personal injury
claim can be required for such access.
 
The Committee has, perhaps, reviewed the attached well-reasoned opinions from the trial court in
Lake County, refusing to grant the sample order in proposal 18-1, and the protective orders entered
by that court instead as an alternative.  These two near-identical orders are examples of how a
protective order can meet the needs of all parties to a personal injury claim without unnecessarily
sacrificing the privacy rights of the plaintiff. 
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I urge this Committee to adopt no rule that allows the courts in Illinois to enter a protective order in
a personal injury case that that does not limit:  i) the scope and time period for which a plaintiff’s PHI
can be obtained only to the injury at issue; ii) who has access to the PHI, or iii) which allows PHI to be
kept and used by any party other than the plaintiff once the litigation has ended. Any amendment to
Rule 218 adopted by this Committee must not result in violation of a plaintiff’s constitutional and
federal rights to privacy as a condition of the plaintiff seeking justice from the courts as to those who
have caused his or her injury. 
 
Respectfully submitted,
 
Cynthia S. Kisser, Esq.
Lawrence H. Hyman & Associates
111 W. Washington St.
Suite 1025
Chicago, IL  60602
312-346-6766
312-346-9688 (fax)
 

[i] Among others, see, the Illinois Mental Health & Developmental Disabilities Confidentiality Act (740
ILCS 110/1 et seq.); the Aids Confidentiality Act (410 ILCS 305/1 et seq; the Alcoholism & Other Drug Abuse &
Dependency Act (20 ILCS 301/30-5 et seq.)
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